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ABSTRACT/RÉSUMÉ

Adaptive Trees: a new approach to economic forecasting

The present paper develops Adaptive Trees, a new machine learning approach specifically designed for economic forecasting. Economic forecasting is made difficult by economic complexity, which implies non-linearities (multiple interactions and discontinuities) and unknown structural changes (the continuous change in the distribution of economic variables). The forecast methodology aims at addressing these challenges. The algorithm is said to be “adaptive” insofar as it adapts to the quantity of structural change it detects in the economy by giving more weight to more recent observations. The performance of the algorithm in forecasting GDP growth 3- to 12-months ahead is assessed through simulations in pseudo-real-time for six major economies (USA, UK, Germany, France, Japan, Italy). The performance of Adaptive Trees is on average broadly similar to forecasts obtained from the OECD’s Indicator Model and generally performs better than a simple AR(1) benchmark model as well as Random Forests and Gradient Boosted Trees.
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« Adaptive Trees » : une nouvelle méthode de prévision économique

Cet article introduit les « Adaptive Trees », une nouvelle méthode de machine learning spécifiquement adaptée à la prévision économique. La prévision économique est difficile en raison de la complexité de l’économie, qui recouvre des non-linéarités (interactions multiples et discontinuités) ainsi que le changement structurel (le changement dans la distribution des variables au cours du temps). La présente méthodologie de prévision vise à répondre à ces problématiques. L’algorithme proposé est dit « adaptif » dans la mesure où il s’adapte à la quantité de changement structurel détectée dans l’économie en donnant plus de poids aux observations les plus récentes. La performance de l’algorithme pour la prévision de la croissance du PIB de 3 à 12 mois à l’avance est évaluée par des simulations en pseudo-temps réel pour six grands pays (les États-Unis, le Royaume Uni, l’Allemagne, la France, le Japon et l’Italie). La performance des « Adaptive Trees » est en moyenne peu ou prou similaire à celle du Modèle d’Indicateurs de l’OCDE, et meilleure qu’un modèle auto-régressif d’ordre 1, qu’une « Random Forest » et qu’un « Gradient Boosted Trees ».

Codes JEL : C01, C18, C23, C45, C53, C63, E37.

Mots clés : prévision, apprentissage statistique, interprétabilité, changement structural, croissance du PIB, cycle des affaires, prévision de court-terme, feature engineering.
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Adaptive Trees, a new approach to economic forecasting

By Nicolas Woloszko

1. Introduction and main findings

1. Machine learning was born in the 1960s, as a set of techniques designed to extract information from data. It gained wider currency around the early 2000s thanks to the advent of Big Data and improvements in computer processing. Big Data provided both the data and computational power to experiment with more sophisticated algorithms. Since then, machine learning has become ubiquitous in industry and is at the core of the artificial intelligence revolution.

2. The focus of this paper is on predictions made with Adaptive Trees and how they can be explained. Adaptive Trees is a new algorithm based on regression trees that addresses non-linearities and structural change in the macroeconomic data. A prediction made with Adaptive Trees can be additively decomposed into variable contributions, thus ensuring model interpretability. In doing so, the paper contributes to the growing literature on the application of machine learning to macroeconomic forecasting (Jung, Patnam and Ter-Martirosyan, 2018[1]; Chakraborty and Joseph, 2017[2]; Gogas et al., 2015[3]).

3. Macroeconomic forecasting is a challenging task and existing techniques have some limitations. Moreover, failing to anticipate the 2008 crisis has called for a renewal of the forecasting methods (Romer, 2016[4]; Blanchard, 2014[5]). The paper contends that machine learning techniques can be well suited to address non-linearities, a challenge to macroeconomic modelling that is particularly conspicuous around crises.

4. There have been a series of attempts to apply machine learning to macroeconomic forecasting (Biau and D’Elia, 2009[6]; Chakraborty and Joseph, 2017[2]; Tiffin, 2016[7]). Most experiments have applied off-the-shelf machine learning algorithms to economic data and obtained reasonable results. The algorithmic approach in this paper is tailored to address the specific challenges of macroeconomic forecasting.

5. Macroeconomic forecasting has long relied heavily on econometric estimation. This raises the question of the resemblance and differences between machine learning and econometrics (see Box 1). Both disciplines share the purpose of learning from data. Machine learning differs from econometrics as it does not require prior domain knowledge (Breiman, 2001[8]) in terms of model or statistical assumptions. Machine learning is a field of statistics and computer sciences that provides methods to deal with large information sets and allows general forms of non-linearities and interactions between variables. As distinct from Bayesian econometrics, machine learning does not rely on probabilistic

---
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2 See glossary in Annex D
beliefs about the data generating processes and performs model selection on the sole basis of out-of-sample goodness-of-fit.

6. Linear econometrics may be particularly challenged where economic complexity, which may play an important role in macroeconomics (Kirman, 2010), is concerned. Complexity implies among other things non-linearities in macroeconomic behaviour. Non-linear relations can be specified even in a linear model, including by using polynomials or simple interaction terms. However, such specific interactions in a model may fail to capture multiple interactions and multiple discontinuities. Complexity may also imply structural changes, as the economy is an ever-changing complex system where the probability distributions may change over time. Standard econometric models suppose stable relations and make the hypothesis that the distribution of data remains the same across history, as long as structural breaks are not explicitly specified. For instance, it is well documented that the Philipps Curve changed in nature around the 1990s thanks to new frameworks for monetary policy that tamed inflation and inflation expectations. Complexity may also imply the context-dependence of economic relationships.

7. The flexibility of machine learning and richness of non-linear and time-varying processes that can be modelled make it potentially well-suited to capture complex economic relationships. Multiple interactions, discontinuities and structural breaks are particularly conspicuous around turning points and recessions. A telling example is housing bubbles. Growing house prices may signal strong GDP growth up until a given threshold, beyond which the bubble bursts and the economy may decelerate. Complexity is related to the emergence of crises, and that is why non-linearities and structural breaks may be considered to be “where the danger lurks” (Blanchard, 2014).

8. The more complex a machine learning algorithm, the more accurately it can fit a complex reality. There is a potential trade-off between accuracy and interpretability in machine learning, often referred to as Occam’s dilemma. More complex and accurate models may be harder to interpret, making them challenging for users and providing less confidence in a forecasting context that models are capturing meaningful relationships.

9. There is a growing literature on “interpretable machine learning” (Lipton, 2016), and a number of methods aim at proving interpretability ex post to trained models (Lundberg and Lee, 2017; Renard et al., 2019). Among these, Tree Interpreter (Saabas, 2014) has been developed to shed light on the predictions made by tree-based models and is compatible with the method developed in this paper.

10. This paper develops a new forecasting method specifically tailored to deal with non-linearities, structural changes and the detection of tipping points. The Adaptive Trees algorithm is based upon Gradient Boosted Trees, a widely used machine learning non-linear algorithm. Adaptive Trees results from an incremental modification of its functioning that aims at addressing structural changes. The algorithm is said to be “adaptive” insofar as it adapts to the quantity of structural changes it detects in the economy by giving more weight to more recent observations. It also relies on feature engineering in order to enhance tipping point detection.

11. The forecasting algorithm is assessed through a “horse race” that benchmarks its forecasts against alternative standard econometric forecasts. Performance is compared using pseudo-real time simulations of the forecasting of GDP growth in G6 countries (US, UK, France, Germany, Japan and Italy). The information sets comprise the same set of

3 See glossary in Annex D
variables used for the OECD Indicator Models, a series of forecast models run by the OECD Economics Department (Turner, 2016[14]; Ollivaud et al., 2016[15]; Pain et al., 2014[16]). The simulations provide an assessment of forecast accuracy benchmarked against the OECD’s Indicator model and a baseline AR(1) model.

12. The paper first introduces the data, then presents the forecast methodology, and reports the results it achieves in forecast simulations.

13. The main findings are:

- Adaptive Trees-based forecasts can be compared with benchmark models using the exact same set of variables. At M+3 and M+6, the Adaptive Trees algorithm performs better for the United Kingdom, equally for France, Japan and the United States, and not as well for Italy and Germany compared to the OECD Indicator Model. It generally performs better than an AR(1) model.

- Adaptive Trees consistently outperforms the Random Forest and Gradient Boosted Trees in the pseudo-real time simulations.

- Adaptive Trees forecast perform well in the short run, but become uninformative past 12 months. No long-term forecast simulations were available for the Indicator Model.

- The Adaptive Trees machine learning algorithm can handle data in high dimensions, that is a large number of variables compared to the number of observations. This capability has not been exploited in the like-for-like comparison used in this paper based on few variables. However, future research experimenting with larger data sets could increase the forecasting performance and advantage of the Adaptive Trees algorithm.
Box 1. Supervised machine learning methods focus on maximising out-of-sample error by striking a optimal bias-variance trade-off

14. The objective of supervised machine learning algorithms is to maximise the out-of-sample predictive accuracy for a target variable, for example quarterly GDP. By contrast, econometrics is more concerned with unbiased parameter inference. Machine learning includes estimators that achieve better generalisability at the expense of some amount of bias.

15. While aiming at minimising out-of-sample error, usually measured using a loss function (such as mean square error), machine learning relies heavily on numerical optimization techniques (including gradient descent, an iterative algorithm using the gradient of the loss function to incrementally converge towards an optimum). Machine learning relies on techniques meant to prevent overfitting and adjust the level of model complexity in order to maximise out-of-sample goodness-of-fit. Such techniques include cross-validation.

16. As machine learning focuses on predictive performance and out-of-sample goodness-of-fit, the bias-variance trade-off is a major issue. The out-of-sample mean square error can be decomposed into bias, variance and noise:

\[ E[(y - \hat{f}(x))^2] = Bias(\hat{f}(x))^2 + Var[\hat{f}(x)] + \sigma^2 \]

Where \( y = f(x) + \sigma \) is a noisy set of observations, and \( \hat{f} \) is an estimator of \( f \). The bias term is equal to:

\[ Bias(\hat{f}) = E[\hat{f} - f] \]

And the variance term is:

\[ Var[\hat{f}] = E[(\hat{f} - E(\hat{f}))^2] \]

The last term \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of the observation noise and is the irreducible part of the error.

17. There is a trade-off between bias and variance as a very simple model will have low variance and high bias (underfitting), whereas very complex models may have a high variance and a low bias (overfitting). In Figure 1, a sinusoid is fitted with a polynomial. In the left pane, a degree 1 polynomial underfits the data. In the right pane, a degree 15 polynomial overfits the data. In the centre panel, the degree 4 polynomial provides a good fit and low mean square error.

Figure 1. Underfitting, right fit, overfitting

---
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18. As shown in Figure 2, the more complex a model, the better the in-sample goodness-of-fit. Past a certain threshold, however, out-of-sample goodness-of-fit starts decreasing due to overfitting. In order to find the right degree of model complexity and minimise out-of-sample error, cross-validation can be used.

**Figure 2. Bias-variance trade-off**

19. Cross validation (Efron, 1983; Schneider, 1997) is a model evaluation method that is often used in predictive settings. Some of the data is removed before the training begins. When training is done, the data that was removed can be used to test the performance of the learned model on “new” data. Cross-validation is an out-of-sample goodness-of-fit evaluation method that can be used to choose the most appropriate model.
2. Data sources

20. This paper deals with forecasting GDP growth in all G7 countries but Canada.\textsuperscript{6} For each country, the data used is the same set of leading indicator variables (Table 1) as used for the OECD Indicator Model (Ollivaud et al., 2016\textsuperscript{15}; Sédillot and Pain, 2003\textsuperscript{19}). This is to facilitate comparisons and to see whether the Adaptive Tree-based forecasts can outperform the leading indicator model even when applied in a constrained manner.

Table 1. Variables used by the Indicator Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial production</td>
<td>Industrial Production</td>
<td>Industrial production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car registrations</td>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Household consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMI (manufacturing)</td>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Output trend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household confidence</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>Business survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMI (services)</td>
<td>Inventories</td>
<td>Order book and demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>PMI</td>
<td>Household confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing permits</td>
<td>Housing prices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial production</td>
<td>Industrial production</td>
<td>Industrial production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail sales</td>
<td>Business surveys expectations</td>
<td>Inventory ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing prices</td>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>Living expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business confidence</td>
<td>Manufacturing orders</td>
<td>Job offers to applicants ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic sentiment indicator</td>
<td>Business survey</td>
<td>Small business sentiment sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMI</td>
<td>PMI (manufacturing)</td>
<td>Business sentiment financial position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMI (services)</td>
<td>PMI</td>
<td>Tankan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer confidence</td>
<td>PMI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacancies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21. All base variables are monthly series, whereas GDP growth is quarterly. In each country, the target variable is the quarter-on-quarter growth (Q/Q) of GDP in volume. All variables (including GDP) come with release delays that were carefully taken into account during the simulations.\textsuperscript{7}

22. The OECD Error! Bookmark not defined.Indicator Model (see Annex 1) is a series of short-term forecasts for major economies based on leading indicators and using

\textsuperscript{5} See glossary in Annex D

\textsuperscript{6} Canada is not included as GDP estimates are released on a monthly rather than a quarterly basis (Mourougane, 2006\textsuperscript{57}).

\textsuperscript{7} As in (Ollivaud et al., 2016\textsuperscript{15}) in the case of bridge equations, staggered indicator releases are dealt with by re-aligning monthly indicators before estimation of model. Before estimation, those monthly indicators which are not available for a given month are shifted forward until all indicators are aligned.
Bayesian VAR methods. It builds on the work of (Turner, 2016[14]; Pain et al., 2014[16]; Lewis and Pain, 2015[20]) in using short term economic indicators to predict quarterly movements in GDP by exploiting all available monthly and quarterly information. These models typically combine information from both "soft" indicators, such as business tendency and consumer surveys, and "hard" indicators, such as industrial production, retail sales and house prices, and use is made of different frequencies of data. The Indicator Model forecast is a simple average across forecasts from a pure hard indicator model, a survey indicator model and a mixed indicator model. The Adaptive Tree forecast is made using the exact same data as the Indicator Model.

The forecast simulations from the Adaptive Trees and benchmark models are made in pseudo-real time, using the latest vintage of estimates from statistical agencies rather than data that was available in real-time.

3. Method

The algorithmic approach used in this paper (“Adaptive Trees”) draws on recent machine learning techniques and an original contribution to the field. The methodology is tailored for macroeconomic forecasting, and aims at tackling three main challenges in economic forecasting: non-linearities (1), structural change (2), and tipping points (3). This section provides the main intuitions of the Adaptive Trees framework. A detailed description is provided in Annex A.

3.1. A tree-based approach to tackle non-linearities

The machine learning literature includes a number of methods designed to perform non-linear modelling. The core estimator used in the Adaptive Trees framework is XGBoost (Chen and Guestrin, 2016[21]), an efficient implementation of the Gradient Boosting Trees algorithm. Gradient Boosting Trees build upon the widely-used Regression Trees algorithm, whose functioning is presented below. This sub-section provides insights about the three concepts (Regression Trees, Gradient Boosting Trees, and XGBoost) and how the approach is relevant to macroeconomic modelling.

Regressions Trees are appealing in the context of macroeconomic modelling, where non-linearities may occur. A given variable’s effect may depend upon its own value (threshold effects) or upon the value of a set of other variables (interactions). For instance, house price increases growth may signal wealth effects up until a certain threshold, past which they only reflect a housing bubble. The economy is characterized by complex patterns (if… then…) that linear models cannot capture unless these patterns are specified. Regression trees can be used to uncover such patterns and help better specify linear models, introducing ad hoc interactions or threshold effects.

Regression trees predict the value of a target variable by learning simple “if-then” decision rules from the data. Regression trees recursively divide the sample of observations into sub-groups to minimise the within-group variance of the predicted variable, say the growth of GDP. Figure 3 provides an example of a regression tree trained on the UK dataset. At first, the algorithm selects the splitting variable (house prices growth rate) and the splitting point (-1.1%) that minimises the variance of the target variable (GDP growth) within the two resulting sub-groups based on considering all possible variables and splits. It repeats this procedure at each node until reaching final nodes (called “leaves”).
Figure 3. A single regression tree

Single regression tree trained on UK data for an M-0 GDP growth forecast

Note: In each node, “value” indicates the average value of GDP growth within the node, and “samples” the number of observations falling in the node. The first node “contains” the full sample, and the full-sample mean is 0.6%. Each node contains a condition, and makes a split between observations that validate the condition (left) and observations that do not (right). At first, the algorithm splits observations between quarters where the growth of house prices is inferior to -1.1% and observations where it is not. For the former (left), the algorithm picks the growth rate of industrial production to make a split. For observations where house price growth is lower than -1.1% and the growth of industrial production less than -0.3%, the algorithm predicts that GDP growth will be equal to -1.5%.

Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.

28. A prediction is made following a path in the tree and computing the average target value of the past observations that fall in the same leaf. Intuitively, regression trees may capture multiple interactions and threshold effects. Whereas predictions made with linear regressions are a weighted mean of the covariates (weighted by the regression coefficients), a regression tree introduces a logical structure (if..., and if..., then...). This structure may capture complex non-linear patterns that are to be found in the economy.

29. A regression tree can be arbitrarily deep, in terms of the number of nodes on a path in the tree. The depth of the tree in Figure 3 is equal to 3 as there are three series of splits. The deeper, the more splitting variables and splitting points come into play, the less observations per leaf. Deeper trees are more likely to overfit. In Figure 3, the prediction made in the left-most case is based upon only 10 observations. In turn, too shallow trees are likely to miss patterns in the data. The tree depth is a parameter that can be optimised using cross-validation.

30. Regression trees are an appealing albeit weak approach to non-linear regression, as they have a tendency to overfit. “Boosting” techniques can overcome this tendency by building an “ensemble” of trees, i.e., an array of regression trees whose predictions are averaged. The series of trees is built iteratively. A first tree is trained on the sample. Then each subsequent tree is trained on the residual from the predictions made by the average of all previous trees. Up to a few thousand trees can be added to the ensemble. It follows that observations that are difficult to predict and that yield large prediction errors receive an ever-increasing ‘attention’ by the model. An earlier version of the algorithm called AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire, 1997[22]) iteratively gives more weight to observations harder to predict.

31. More recent Boosting algorithms generalise on this intuition and use Gradient Boosting (see Box 2). XGBoost is an implementation of Gradient Boosted Trees (GBT).
XGBoost is an optimized distributed gradient boosting library. It has gained widespread currency in the machine learning community and has emerged as the main challenger to deep learning approaches when it comes to structured data (see Annex A for more detail).

32. An interesting feature of this implementation is that XGBoost can be trained on a dataset that includes missing values (on the $X$ side). When the data are sparse, an instance is classified in the optimal default direction. At every tree node, there are two possible direction: left or right. The optimal default direction is learnt from the data. This characteristic is particularly relevant to macroeconomic forecasting as the variables often have different historical depth. Using XGBoost thus allows to include a larger training set. For instance, among variables used to predict GDP growth in the UK, the Purchasing Manager Index starts in 1992. All data before that date would have to be done away with if it were not for the use of XGBoost.

33. One of the reasons for choosing tree-based approaches is their intrinsic interpretability. Tree-based methods provide specific interpretability tools (Saabas, 2014). Even though ensemble methods such as Gradient Boosted Trees involve a large number of trees, one may compute each variable’s contribution to a given prediction. Determining each variable’s contribution is done by computing the average of the target variable (e.g., the GDP growth) in each intermediary node along the prediction path. For instance, the predictions made for observations falling in the left-most leaf node in Figure 3 can be decomposed as follows. At the origin of the tree, the prediction is equal to the population mean, 0.6%. At the next step, the house prices shunt towards the sub-region where the target mean is equal to -1.3%. The contribution of house prices so far is thus $-1.3\% - 0.6\% = -1.9\%$. And so on. In the end, the final prediction in the final leaf is the sum of the contributions of all the variables that intervened along the prediction path plus the population average:

$$\hat{Y} = 0.6\% + \sum Feature\ Contributions$$

The possibility to use datasets containing missing values directly (without the need for prior imputation) is a distinctive feature of certain machine learning algorithms, as distinct from linear regressions that require complete datasets (and to drop observations with missing values or impute them). Subsequently, Adaptive Trees can take advantage of larger datasets and a deeper history in the data.
Box 2. Gradient Boosted Trees (GBT)

34. The Gradient Boosted Trees algorithm\(^9\) (Friedman, 2002\([23]\)) uses boosting, an iterative procedure. Boosting is an ensemble of regression trees, i.e., a series of simple trees whose predictions are averaged.

35. Gradient Boosted Regression Trees consider additive models of the following form:

\[
F(x) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \gamma_m h_m(x)
\]

36. Where \(h_m(x)\) are the simple regression trees (weak predictors). Gradient Boosted Trees build the additive model in a forward stagewise fashion:

\[
F_m(x) = F_{m-1}(x) + \gamma_m h_m(x)
\]

\(h_m(x)\) is a regression tree grown in order to minimize a given loss function, usually least square error, and \(\gamma_m\) is calculated using numerical optimization.

37. Two additional features: shrinkage (J. H. Friedman, 2001) and subsampling (J. H. Friedman, 2002).

38. Shrinkage is a simple regularization strategy that scales the contribution of each weak learner by a factor \(\nu\):

\[
F_m(x) = F_{m-1}(x) + \nu \gamma_m h_m(x)
\]

39. The parameter \(\nu\) is also called the learning rate. It helps reduce the risk of overfitting by reducing the impact of each extra weak predictor. When \(\nu\) is very low, it takes more time and more predictors to reach sufficient accuracy. When \(\nu\) is high, the risk of overfitting becomes more important. In the Adaptive Trees framework, \(\nu\) is optimised by cross-validation.

40. Subsampling consists in selecting only a random subsample of available observations when growing each weak predictor \(h_m(x)\). Gradient Boosting combined with subsampling becomes Stochastic Gradient Boosting (J. H. Friedman, 2002). At each iteration, a given fraction \(\eta\) of all available data is drawn at random. This randomly selected subsample is used instead of the full sample to fit the weak learner. Introducing some randomness has proved to improve the overall quality of the algorithm. \(\eta\) is another parameter to be set by the user that can be optimised using cross-validation.

3.2. From regression trees to adaptive trees: dealing with structural change

41. The economy may be seen as a complex ever-changing system. Standard models that are trained on large training window suppose that the economy abides by stable rules. However, structural breaks may occur (often around crises) and change the nature of the relations between the covariates and the target variable. Standard models, whose

\[^9\] This box relies on (Friedman, Hastie and Tibshirani, 2001\([55]\)), where the reader will find a more complete introduction to the Gradient Boosting Trees algorithm.
coefficients are supposed to endure for extended periods, may fail to capture structural changes (unless the latter are explicitly specified). There can be sudden structural breaks or long-standing structural change, resulting for instance from technological changes.

42. Structural change is a problem known as “concept drift”\(^1\) in the machine learning literature (see Žliobaitė, 2010\(^{[24]}\) for a review). Concept drift refers to the idea that the distribution of data (the distribution of the target Y, the distribution of the variables X, and the joint distribution (X,Y)) may change over time, be it suddenly, incrementally, or through “reoccurring contexts”.

43. Because of structural change, using a small training window may yield more accurate predictions than with a larger training window, as illustrated in Figure 5. Concept drift implies that the most recent past can be more informative about the near future than a more distant past.

**Figure 4. Choosing the size of the training sample**

Source: OECD calculations.

44. However, a forecast that would only use very recent history as a guide might be short-sighted. Recognizing a pattern from a distant past may improve accuracy in the case where such pattern would reoccur. For instance, one may want the forecast algorithm to detect a housing bubble even if one had only previously occurred in the series 20 years earlier.

45. The “Adaptive Trees” algorithm developed in this paper aims to optimise over this trade-off by evaluating what combination of past and recent data provides the best forecast at each point in time. Adaptive Trees are an extension of Gradient Boosted Trees. Adaptive Trees build on the fact that Gradient Boosted Trees give more importance to observation harder to predict in order to obtain an adaptive behaviour. The adaptive behaviour results from the use of increasing ex ante observation weights during the training of the Gradient Boosted Trees. Instead of initialising the observation weights to be equal to each other, as

\(^{10}\) In the machine learning parlance, the word “concept” refers to the mechanism acting as the data generating process (in this case, the economy).
it is usually the case with GBT, more recent observations receive greater initial weights. Adaptive Trees thus adjust to structural change by giving more weight to the recent past when the more remote past becomes less informative about the future, as structural change makes latest observations harder to predict from the more remote past.

46. Let \( w(t) \) be the weight of the observation at time \( t, t \in [1, N] \), \( N \) being the number of observations. The Adaptive Trees methodology defines \( w \) as follows:

\[
w(t) = e^{-\gamma (1 - \frac{t}{N})}
\]

47. The parameter \( \gamma \) is optimised using cross-validation and is usually close to 15. That means that in a sample of 10 years (120 months), the last observation \( (t = N) \) will have weight 1, the last but one \( (t = N - 1) \) will have weight 0.88, at the middle of the sample \( (t = N/2) \), the weight is 0.0005 and at \( t = 0 \) the weight is \( 3e-7 \). In the forecast simulations, cross-validation is done once per country/forecast horizon at the start.

48. When structural breaks arise, the newest observations, that are more heavily weighted, will receive ever-increasing weights along the boosting steps given that they will be inaccurately predicted. The adaptive algorithm will thus give a higher importance to newest observations as soon as their distribution differs, thus signalling concept drift. Adaptive Trees will thus rely more heavily on the recent past when structural change is at play, while also exploiting information from a more remote past. More details on the methodology and insights on the adaptive property are provided in Annex A.

3.3. Feature engineering and feature selection to better detect tipping points

49. Feature engineering has become standard practice in the machine learning community when dealing with time series (Christ et al., 2018[25]). A feature is an attribute of a time-series variable over a given time window, such as its min, max, standard deviation, a lag, and so on. Feature engineering consists in extracting features from time series variables. In the Adaptive Trees framework, ten features are extracted from each variable for eight time windows. The features are described in Table 5. Each feature is extracted over the 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, and 36 past months. Should the original data include six variables, \( 6 \times 7 \times 10 = 420 \) features would be added to the training data. The large number of resulting features calls for the subsequent use of feature selection.
Table 2. Feature engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moving average</td>
<td>Average in the time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulated growth</td>
<td>$\prod_t (1 + x_t) - 1$ where $x_t$ is a growth rate (only for variables expressed as a growth rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>Standard deviation over the time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change over the period</td>
<td>Last value minus first value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread Min Max</td>
<td>Max value minus min value over the time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Max over period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Min over period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean second derivative</td>
<td>Average of the twice-differenced series over the time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean absolute change</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend projection</td>
<td>Prediction by a linear regression of $y$ on the time vector at a M+6 horizon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD.

50. Feature engineering may enhance tipping point detection. A literature on complex systems highlights that certain statistical properties of time series variables may be leading indicators of critical transitions (see (Dakos et al., 2012) for a review). For instance, strong increase in volatility, or large overall increases or decreases in a variable over a given period of time may signal medium-run dynamics better than the current or lagged value of the variable (Carpenter and Brock, 2006). Features such as the second derivative or the spread between min and max over a given time window may provide information of the instability of a system and enhance the detection of turning points.

51. The resulting high number of variables calls for the use of feature selection. Feature selection reduces the feature space by removing features that have low predictive power or high noise and may thus increase predictive accuracy (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003; Chandrashekar and Sahin, 2014; Cai et al., 2018). There is a large number of feature selection methods in the literature. The Adaptive Trees framework relies on model-based feature selection, as it uses the feature importance scores produced by the XGBoost predictor. In a single tree model, feature importance corresponds to the number of splits that use this feature and their height in the tree. The higher a feature intervenes in a tree, the more important it is. In an ensemble of trees such as XGBoost, the feature importance score averages the feature importances computed for each tree. All features with null importance are removed. The resulting training set is then used for the training and prediction. Annex A provides more detail on the feature selection scheme.

4. Results

52. The forecast performance of the Adaptive Trees model and IM and AR(1) benchmarks is assessed using a pseudo real-time approach. For each quarter $T$ between 2007Q1 and 2017Q1, the models are trained and forecasts are derived. This ensures that no information is used to make projections which is dated after the time the forecast is made. The Adaptive Trees parameters are optimised using gridsearch at the onset of each quarter.
simulation. The simulations are *pseudo*-real time insofar as current rather than historical vintages are used.

53. Forecast simulations are made with data available at the 15th day of the month according to Datastream release dates. Release delays are taken into account by re-aligning the data. An M-3 forecast simulation will thus mimick the conditions of, say, the 15th of January 2007 to forecast the GDP growth released in April the same year.

54. Forecast performance is evaluated based on the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the different approaches over the period 2007Q1 to 2017Q1. The following paragraphs present the forecast results and performance for all G6 countries, at five time horizons: three months before the quarterly GDP release date (M+3), six (M+6), nine (M+9), twelve (M+12) and twenty-four (M+24). Forecast’s RMSE are provided as a ratio of a baseline AR(1)’s RMSE. It should be noted that the data sample covers a relatively short period of time so this evaluation is based on a small number of observations and covers only a few macroeconomic episodes. The results may therefore depend to a degree on the specific nature of this sample period.

4.1. Forecast simulations

55. Table 3 displays summary statistics on forecast performance for the Adaptive Trees, the Indicator Model as well as a Random Forest and a Gradient Boosted Tree. Short-run forecasts made with Adaptive Trees are comparable to the results of the Indicator Model with broadly similar performance in most cases. At terms larger than M+6, the Adaptive Trees forecasts perform similarly to a simple AR(1) model. Forecasts at longer time horizons than 2 quarters are barely informative, thus concuring the findings of Breitung and Knüppel (2018[31]). At M+3 and M+6, the Adaptive Trees outperform the Indicator Models for the United Kingdom, yields comparable performances for France, Japan and the United States, and compares poorly in the cases of Germany and Italy. The Adaptive Trees consistently outperforms both the Random Forest and Gradient Boosted Trees by a large margin.

56. The off-the-shelf machine learning methods (Random Forest and Gradient Boosted Trees) underperform the AR(1) in most cases. This result suggests that standard machine learning approaches do not always give satisfactory results. This may be due to the numerous problem-specific issues of macroeconomic forecasting. Moreover, time series forecasting is not a standard supervised learning problem, as observations are not *independent and identically distributed*, and off-the-shelf supervised learning algorithms may not be well suited to address it.
### Table 3. Forecasts accuracy over 2007Q1-2017Q1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adaptive Trees</th>
<th>Indicator Model</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>Gradient Boosted Trees</th>
<th>AR(1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK, M+3</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK, M+6</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK, M+12</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK, M+24</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA, M+3</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA, M+6</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA, M+12</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA, M+24</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, M+3</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, M+6</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, M+12</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, M+24</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, M+3</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, M+6</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, M+12</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, M+24</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, M+3</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, M+6</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, M+12</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, M+24</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, M+3</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, M+6</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, M+12</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, M+24</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The Adaptive Trees, Indicator Model, Random Forest and Gradient Boosted Trees columns provide forecast RMSE as a ratio of the RMSE obtained with the baseline AR(1) model. The AR(1) columns provides RMSE of q-o-q quarterly GDP growth forecasts made with the baseline forecast. Simulations of the IM were only available for short-term horizons. The Random Forest is run with 500 trees. The max depth of trees is grid-searched\(^{11}\) at the onset of the simulation among 9 candidates. Other parameters are sklearn defaults. GBT is trained with 500 trees as well. The learning rate is grid-searched among 10 candidates, and other parameters are sklearn defaults.

**Source:** OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.

---

\(^{11}\) See glossary in Annex D
Table 4. Forecasts accuracy over 2007Q1-2010Q1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adaptive Trees</th>
<th>Indicator Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UK, M+3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK, M+6</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA, M+3</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA, M+6</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, M+3</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France, M+6</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, M+3</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan, M+6</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, M+3</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany, M+6</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, M+3</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy, M+6</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The Adaptive Trees and Indicator Model columns provide forecast RMSE as a ratio of the RMSE obtained with the baseline AR(1) model.
Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.

57. Table 4 displays results for the period around the global financial crisis (GFC). The Adaptive Trees perform better than the Indicator Models for the UK and the US, by a larger margin at M+3. For France and Italy, the results are comparable. The Indicator Model performs better in the cases of Japan and Germany.

58. Figure 5 displays the forecasts made with Adaptive Trees and the Indicator Model for selected countries and horizons. It shows the two sets of forecasts and the “actual” value of GDP growth. In the case of the United States and the United Kingdom, the gain in performance displayed in Table 3 seems to stem from a quicker adaptation to the decrease in GDP growth resulting from the crisis, although the Adaptive Trees forecast does not predict the crisis. The German forecast made by the Indicators Model is very accurate and the Adaptive Trees does no better.

59. A reason why the Adaptive Trees forecast performs better in the case of the UK, and to a lesser extent in the case of the US might be that these forecasts involve house prices whose relationship with GDP growth is likely to be non-linear. The leverage cycle theory (Geanakoplos, 2014[32]) has it that crises often result from a sudden drop following a steep increase in asset prices, in most cases houses. The non-linear nature of Adaptive Trees could be particularly well suited to capture such phenomenon. A better assessment of how the Adaptive Trees capture this specific type of non-linearity would require more research.
4.2. Interpretation

60. One advantage of ensemble of trees, including Adaptive Trees, is that it is possible to decompose each variable’s contribution to a given prediction. This provides a way to interpret each prediction\(^\text{12}\). As argued above, a prediction made with Adaptive Trees can

\(^{12}\) Decomposing predictions into variables’ contributions provide “local interpretability”, that is, an interpretation for the behaviour of the algorithm in the vicinity of a given observation. Local
be additively decomposed into a sample average and each variable’s contribution (that explains the deviation from the sample average). Using variable contributions helps understand the patterns identified by the algorithm. Decomposition into variable contributions provides a window of interpretability on tree-based predictions. As the algorithm uses a multiplicity of lags and features, the contributions of each lag and feature of a given variable are summed up. Working with aggregated variable contributions enhances readability.

61. Figure 14 displays variable contributions to the France M+3 forecast. The business survey variables and consumer confidence play a critical role in forecasts for recessions, thus proving the importance of soft indicators in this model.

**Figure 6. Aggregated variable contributions, France, M+3**

![Graph showing aggregated variable contributions](Image)

*Note:* The bars represent the aggregated feature contributions. For instance, the blue bar represents the sum of the contributions of all the lags of Business survey, output trend used as covariates. The arithmetic sum of feature contributions (which can be positive or negative) sum to the prediction.

*Source:* OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.

### 5. Conclusion

62. Adaptive Trees resorts to an array of machine learning techniques to address specific issues arising in macroeconomic forecasting. The approach aims at addressing non-linearities and structural change in macroeconomic data, in particular by extending the Gradient Boosted Trees algorithm to weight more recent observations to better reflect structural changes. This research adds to the existing body of evidence that machine learning brings relevant new items to the forecaster’s toolbox.

Interpretability is distinct from global interpretability, that provides a rationale for all possible predictions (Renard et al., 2019[12]).
63. Forecast performance was assessed in a contest exercise: using the same data as the OECD Indicator Model, and comparing to the forecasts obtained using other techniques. The respective performances of the Adaptive Trees and the Indicator Model were assessed using pseudo-real time simulations, independently from one another. The Adaptive Trees performs broadly in line with the Indicator Model: it performs better for the United Kingdom forecasts, equally for France, Japan and the United States, and not as well for Germany and Italy.

64. The evaluation exercise in this paper has compared models using the same relatively small dataset. However, one advantage of Adaptive Trees and other similar algorithms is the ability to draw on a wide source of variables, allowing for higher dimensionality than the number of observations. Linear bridge equations cannot do this, while Dynamic Factor Models (DFM) often used for macroeconomic forecasts can bring in a large number of variables and then reduces them to a small number of factors. As distinct from DFMs, some machine learning techniques can capture a wide array of non-linearities in a data rich environment (Goulet Coulombe et al., 2019[33]).

65. Further application and development of Adaptive Trees could widen the set of input variables considerably, which may increase predictive power. The leading indicators used by the Indicator Model are supposed to be linearly correlated with GDP growth. It would be useful to apply the Adaptive Trees to broader sets of indicators, possibly non-linearly correlated to GDP, yet possibly highly informative about its future growth, such as financial data, policy data, or more granular data (including big data). Adding the Adaptive Trees forecast to the toolbox used for forecasting could yield interesting insights, especially when it diverges from linear models.

66. Interpretability is a major concern when it comes to forecasting. The proposed interpretation method yields local interpretation, i.e. explanation of given predictions by feature contributions. It is specific to tree-based predictive algorithms. New local interpretability methods have emerged recently (Lundberg and Lee, 2017[11]) that extend the possibility to decompose predictions in feature contributions to a larger class of algorithms. This innovation paves the way for experiments with other algorithms, such as deep learning or Gaussian processes, that could also be relevant to GDP growth forecasting.

67. If Adaptive Trees, or other machine learning algorithms, can capture non-linearities and structural change in the economy, there may be other applications than forecasts. In particular, there is a growing body of literature about the estimation of heterogeneous treatment effects of economic policies (Wager and Athey, 2018[34]; Athey and Imbens, 2016[35]; Athey, Tibshirani and Wager, 2019[36]). Predictive algorithms may be used to predict counterfactuals in order to perform causal inference. Powerful machine learning algorithms may be very useful in this regard (Alaa and Van Der Schaar, 2019[37]; Ertefaie, Asgharian and Stephens, 2018[38]; Alaa and Schaar, 2019[39]; Denton, 1995[40]; Chernozhukov et al., 2016[41]; Woloszko and Mavroeidi, 2019[42]). Even though linear models facilitate interpretability, the possibility to uncover non-linearities and structural changes provides supplementary arguments in favour of the use of machine learning algorithm for analysing economic policies.
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Annex A. Detailed methodology

1. This annex aims at providing a detailed technical description of the components of the Adaptive Trees algorithms, used to perform GDP short-term forecasts. It also provides insights on the contribution of each component to overall forecast performance. The complete description of the algorithm includes data pre-processing steps and estimation. The proposed algorithm combines multiple existing machine learning techniques (rescaling, feature engineering, feature selection, gridsearch, early stopping, ensemble learning) and innovative approaches to the field (namely predictive interpolation and adaptive boosting). This annex aims at guaranteeing replicability of the proposed method. It first describes the four pre-processing steps, and then covers the characteristics of the training and prediction.

Pre-processing

2. Data pre-processing is often a pivotal element of predictive machine learning (Kotsiantis, Kanellopoulos and Pintelas, 2006[43]). The Adaptive Trees approach uses a combination of both existing machine learning pre-processing techniques (scaling, feature engineering and selection), and introduces predictive interpolation as novel method to deal with mixed-frequency data.

First pre-processing steps

5.1.2. Time alignment

3. In real-time, publication delays cause missing values for some of the variables at the end of the sample (Wallis, 1986[44]). This so-called "ragged-edge" problem is dealt with an alignment procedure that consists in shifting columns by an amount of time equal to the release delay. Should industrial production has a publication delay of two months, it will be lagged by two months in order to ensure time consistency. Subsequently, contemporaneous values of the variables coming with release delays are made unavailable during the training and simulation.

5.1.3. Standardisation

4. All features are standardised using rescaling. This simple pre-processing sets each feature’s mean to 0 and standard deviation to 1. When dealing with XGBoost, standardisation is not neutral. Standardisation has an impact on feature selection as well.

Predictive interpolation

5. Predicting quarterly GDP growth with monthly indicators (such as employment, industrial production, retail sales) raises a mixed frequency problem. The literature proposes various approaches to address this issue, including Mixed Frequency Sampling (MIDAS, see for instance Ghysels and Wright, 2009[45]; Clements and Galvão, 2008[46]), mixed frequency VARs (Mariano and Murasawa, 2010[47]), and mixed frequency factor models (Giannone, Reichlin and Small, 2008[48]) 13. The approach used in the Adaptive

---

13 See (Foroni and Marcellino, 2013[58]) for a literature review.
Trees framework relies on two steps: first, creating an estimated monthly GDP growth series by interpolating missing values using a machine learning predictor, and second performing the estimation of the Adaptive Trees model on the complete set of monthly observations. In the first step, the “predictive interpolation” method trains a predictive algorithm on available observations, and predicts monthly estimates of GDP growth. The predictive interpolation algorithm uses XGBoost, feature selection, and is fine-tuned using gridsearch (thus sharing the main features of the second step predictor). Gridsearch is performed using 5-fold cross-validation, and the learning rate and level of regularization of the XGBoost estimator. Feature selection is achieved using the same methodology as in the second step, that is described at length below.

Predictive interpolation allows to make use of the full dataset, and yields better performance than naive interpolation (by the mean or linear interpolation) or no interpolation. The in-sample contemporaneous estimation of monthly GDP values in the first step is accurate enough to enhance the forecasting of out-of-sample leading GDP growth values in the second step. The resulting interpolated monthly series in the case of the United States are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Predictive interpolation

GDP growth and monthly interpolated series for the United States

Source: OECD calculations.

**Feature engineering**

Feature engineering has become standard practice in the machine learning community when dealing with time series (Fulcher, 2018[49]; Christ, Kempa-Liehr and Feindt, 2016[50]; Christ et al., 2018[25]). A feature is an attribute of a time-series variable over a given time window, such as its min, max, standard deviation, a lag, and so on. Feature engineering consists in extracting features from time series variables. In the Adaptive Trees framework, ten features are extracted from each variables for eight time windows. The features are described in Table 5. Each feature is extracted over the 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, and 36 past months. Should the original data include six variables, 6 * 7 * 10 =
420 features would be added to the training data. The large number of resulting features calls for the subsequent use of feature selection.

Table 5. Feature engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moving average</td>
<td>Average in the time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulated growth</td>
<td>$\prod_{t=1}^{T} (1 + x_t) - 1$ where $x_t$ is a growth rate (only for variables expressed as a growth rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>Standard deviation over the time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change over the period</td>
<td>Last value minus first value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread Min Max</td>
<td>Max value minus min value over the time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Max over period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Min over period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean second derivative</td>
<td>Average of the twice-differenced series over the time window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean absolute change</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n} \sum_{t=1}^{n}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend projection</td>
<td>Prediction by a linear regression of $y$ on the time vector at a M+6 horizon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD.

**Feature selection**

8. Feature selection reduces the feature space by removing features and may thus increase predictive accuracy (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003[28]; Chandrashekar and Sahin, 2014[29]; Cai et al., 2018[30]). There is a large number of feature selection methods in the literature. The Adaptive Trees framework relies on model-based feature selection, as it uses the feature importance scores issued by the XGBoost. All features with null importance are removed. The resulting training set is then used for the training and prediction.

9. Resorting to feature selection significantly reduces training time. The training time of the XGBoost algorithm increases with the number of features. Selecting a smaller number of features considerably decreases the time taken by the grid search, that trains the algorithm for each hyper-parameters combination, thus allowing for finer parameter gridsearching.

**Training and prediction**

10. Pre-processing, feature engineering and selection yield a training data set that is used for training the forecast component of the Adaptive Trees framework and make a GDP growth prediction. Three performance-enhancing techniques are used around the key XGBoost predictor: grid search, ensemble learning and adaptive boosting. The following

14 For the sake of efficiency, features are computed using Python and jit-compiler Numba (Lam, Pitrou and Seibert, 2015[59]).

15 XGBoost has three feature importance scores. The default “gain” measure is used.
paragraphs provide a detailed description of the XGBoost predictor and these three techniques.

**XGBoost: a fast and powerful predictive algorithm**

11. XGBoost is an implementation of the Gradient Boosting Trees. A detailed presentation of the XGBoost algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper, and can be found in (Chen and Guestrin, 2016[21]). XGBoost is an optimized distributed gradient boosting library. It has gained widespread currency in the machine learning community and has emerged the main challenger to deep learning approaches when it comes to structured data. The XGBoost implementation of the gradient boosting algorithm differs from the standard scikit-learn implementation in three ways. First, it can be parallelized and proves much faster. Second, it implements regularization (both in the L1 and L2 norms), in order to prevent overfitting.

12. Third, XGBoost can be trained on a data set that includes missing values (on the X side). When the data is sparse, an instance is classified in the default direction. At every tree node, there are two possible direction: left or right. The optimal default direction is learnt from the data. This characteristic is particularly relevant to macroeconomic forecasting as the variables often have different historical depth. Using XGBoost thus allows to include a larger training set. For instance, among variables used to predict GDP growth in the UK, the Purchasing Manager Index starts in 1992. All data before that date would have to be done away with if it were not for the use of XGBoost.

13. The XGBoost framework includes the option to define the number of trees in the ensemble with Early Stopping. The algorithms adds regression trees to the ensemble until performance on a user-defined test set has not improved after a fixed number of training iterations. Early stopping contributes to further reducing the training time. In the Adaptive Trees forecast, the early stop test set is randomly drawn from the training data and represents 10% of the data.

**Gridsearching hyperparameters**

14. XGBoost involves a number of parameters that require fine-tuning. The Adaptive Trees framework resorts to cross-validated gridsearch to do so. It cross-validates each possible parameter combination in a user-given “parameter grid” and retains the one that yields the best out-of-sample accuracy (Pedregosa et al., 2011[51]). The next paragraph provides information on the parameter grid and the cross-validation scheme.

15. The XGBoost predictor used to produce the GDP growth forecasts results from a gridsearch of the learning rate (over 10 values), the observation weight parameter (over 8 values), and the gamma regularization parameter (over 10 values). For each of the 800 possible parameter combinations, a predictor is cross-validated using “forward looking cross-validation”. The sample is split 12 times into a training set (all observations until a given date T) and a test set (the 4 observations following T). The process thus implies 800*12= 9600 estimations.

**Ensemble**

16. Ensemble methods consist in averaging the predictions of a series of models in order to reduce overall prediction standard deviation (Dietterich, 2000[52]). Examples of ensemble learning algorithms include random forests, that aggregate the predictions of a number regression trees trained on bootstrap samples drawn from the training set (Breiman,
In the Adaptive Trees framework, the GDP growth prediction resorts to ensemble learning. 50 XGBoost predictors are trained and their predictions are averaged. The 50 estimators have the same parameters based on the gridsearch described above. They differ in two respects. First, each has a different seed parameter, thus introducing randomness in the prediction. Second, the training and test sets used to perform early stopping are drawn randomly, thus introducing some randomness in the resulting number of trees. The use of an ensemble contributes to reduce the effect of these two factors of randomness and decreases the variance of the prediction.

**Adaptive Boosting**

17. The Adaptive Trees framework introduces an innovative feature called “adaptive boosting” in order to tackle concept drift (or structural change, i.e., the changing joint distribution of target and predictors over time). Adaptive boosting consists in introducing increasing *ex ante* observation weights to a gradient boosting algorithm (such as XGBoost) that give more weight to hard-to-predict observations over the course of boosting iterations. This innovation results under certain conditions on *ex post* observation weights that reflect shocks and structural breaks by putting greater weight on more recent observations. The next paragraphs provide more details about the functioning of adaptive boosting and some insights on the *ex post* observations weights.

18. The *ex ante* observation weights are user-defined and can thus be optimised with parameter gridsearch. Let \( w(t) \) be the weight of the observation made at time \( t, t \in [1, N] \), \( N \) being the number of observations. The Adaptive Trees methodology defines \( w \) as follows:

\[
w(t) = e^{-\gamma(t/N-1)}
\]

19. The first observation thus has an *ex ante* weight equal to \( e^{-\gamma} \) when the last observation has an *ex ante* weight of 1. The \( \gamma \) parameter defines the steepness of the *ex ante* weights curve and is cross-validated. It is often close to 15. The value of \( \gamma \) might be considered as a measure of structural change in the training set.

20. The *ex post* weights result from the training. They are neither user-defined nor directly observable. Although this is not necessary to perform forecasts, the *ex post* weights can be analysed using the Cook distance (Cook, 1977[54]). The Cook distance measures the importance of a given observation by evaluating how different are predictions when that observations is removed from the training set. Formally, it is equal to the mean squared difference between a set of predictions made using the whole training sample and the same set of predictions after a given observation has been removed. It thus measures the impact of a given observation in the training of a predictive algorithm. It was originally developed with linear regressions, but can be applied to machine learning predictors as well.

21. Figure 2 shows the Cook distance for each observation for a US GDP forecast at a M+6 horizon. In panel A, the predictions are made using Adaptive Trees (with \( \gamma = 12 \)), while in panel B \( \gamma = 0 \). Although *ex ante* observation weights follow an exponential increase across observations, *ex post* observation weights in panel A display two clear plateaus and are higher after the GFC. This pattern seems to underline some structural change happening around the GFC, thus making subsequent observations more informative about future GDP growth. In panel B, *ex ante* observation weights are constant; there is no trend in *ex post* observation weights. Some observations are particularly important, especially during the GFC.
Figure 8. *Ex post* observation weights

**Panel A.** Cook distance from Adaptive Trees.

**Panel B.** Cook distance from Gradient Boosted Trees.

*Note:* The y-axis measures how different predictions over the whole sample are when removing the observation defined on the x-axis from the training sample.

*Source:* OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.
Annex B. The OECD Indicator Model

For the euro area and individual G7 economies, the Indicator Model is a suite of statistical models using high-frequency indicators to provide estimates of near-term quarterly GDP growth, typically for the current and next quarter or so. This analysis builds on the work of Sédillot and Pain (2003) and Mourougane (2006) in using short term economic indicators to predict quarterly movements in GDP by efficiently exploiting all available monthly and quarterly information. These models typically combine information from both "soft" indicators, such as business sentiment and consumer surveys, and "hard" indicators, such as industrial production, retail sales, house prices etc. and use is made of different frequencies of data and a variety of estimation techniques. The procedures are relatively automated and can be run whenever major monthly data are released, allowing up dating and choice of model according to the information set available.

The most important gains from using the indicator approach are found to be for current-quarter forecasts made at or immediately after the start of the quarter in question, where estimated indicator models appear to outperform autoregressive time series models, both in terms of the size of error and directional accuracy. The main gains from using a monthly approach arise once one month of data is available for the quarter being forecast, typically two to three months before the publication of the first official outturn estimate for GDP. For one-quarter-ahead projections, the performance of the estimated indicator models is only noticeably better than simpler time series models once one or two months of information become available for the quarter preceding that being forecast. Modest gains are nonetheless to be made in terms of directional accuracy from using the indicator models.

Statistical indicator models are nonetheless limited in their ability to forecast quarterly GDP growth. Even with a complete set of monthly indicators for the quarter, the 70 per cent confidence bands around any point estimate for GDP growth in that quarter lie in the range from 0.4 to 0.8 percentage points, depending on the country or region and the degree of uncertainty is found to widen as the forecast horizon lengthens. Forecasting errors can also arise for a variety of reasons, including revisions to the initial published data and inaccuracies in the projections of the incoming monthly data.

Regular indicator model-based estimates of GDP now feed into both routine Economic Outlook assessment exercises and interim analyses and forecast updates released to the press on a routine basis.
Annex C. Data description

Table A C.1. Data availability per country and number of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
<th>Number of observations</th>
<th>Number of variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>07-2002</td>
<td>01-2017</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>03-1998</td>
<td>01-2017</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>10-1985</td>
<td>01-2017</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>10-1998</td>
<td>01-2017</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>10-1992</td>
<td>01-2017</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>10-1987</td>
<td>01-2017</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.
Annex D. Glossary

**Feature.** A feature is a characteristic of an observation. It is a column of the dataset, where observations correspond to rows. When dealing with time series variables, features may include the variable itself, a lead, a lag, or a more complex characteristic such as the rolling mean, standard deviation, and so on.

**An algorithm.** In machine learning, an algorithm refers to a piece of software that learns from the data and produces an set of decision rules used to predict values (regression) or categories (classification). The set of decision rules can also be labelled an algorithm. In other words, the training algorithm produces the predictive algorithm, that produces the predictions.

**Training.** The training is the phase when the (training) algorithm learns from the (training) data. It ushers in the production of the predictive algorithm. The training data has to be labelled: it requires both X and y.

**Test set.** Data removed from the training set, used to assess out-of-sample accuracy.

**Ensemble.** An ensemble is an algorithm composed of a plurality of algorithms. It consists in a series of predictive algorithm and a rule to decide how the array of learners “vote” to establish a prediction. In regression settings, the ensemble’s prediction can be the mean, or the median (or else) of the predictions made by the series of learners.

**Overfitting.** An algorithm overfits when it learns characteristics of the sample instead of characteristics of the underlying population. Overfitting is diagnosed by the coincidence of good prediction accuracy on the training data and poor accuracy on the test data.

**Cross-validation.** A method designed to avoid overfitting and underfitting. It consists in splitting the sample in a series of 2-fold partitions, one fold being used as a training set and the other being used a the test set.

**Grid search.** A method designed to chose optimal hyperparameters. The user specify a grid: possible values for each parameter. Grid search consists in applying cross-validation to every possible parameter combination and select the one whose average performance on the test sets is the best.
Annex E. Full charts

Figure E.1. USA

Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.
Figure E.2. UK

Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.
Figure E.3. France

Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.
**Figure E.4. Japan**

Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.
Figure E.5. Germany

Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.
Figure E.6. Italy

Source: OECD Economic Outlook databases, and OECD calculations.